Headteacher
Jane Tiller

Strategic Leadership
Lead Professional
Christian Ethos
Govs LMF/HPP
Governance
Exclusions
Bradford Partnership
Teaching and Learning
SIP
School Review
Annual Reports
Confederation
Performance Management
Curriculum Leaders

Equal Opportunities
Oversight of Curriculum Budget
Recruitment
SEF
Finance
SIP
Attendance

DL/LS/JI/RH/MI/
Attendance/RE/
Christian Ethos
PSHCE

Associate Headteacher
Curriculum & Inclusion
Janet Inglis

Timetable
Leader of House System/Leader Pastoral
Attendance
Curriculum
Staffing
Exclusions
Behaviour
Inclusion
SLOs
cover

ES
AXIS
LDC
Attendance/TD

Deputy Headteacher
Ellen Doherty

Teaching and Learning
QA
CPD / ITT / NQT / Teach First
Planning
Communications
Reading
1265
Performance management
Rewards

English
Humanities
Languages
Literacy
Numeracy

Deputy Headteacher
Sean Pickles

Raising Attainment/KS3
Alt Provision Attainment
Target setting and tracking
Cover
Achievement Leaders
Duties
Outreach to other schools
Data leaders KS3
BDAT
Pupil Premium
Year 7 catch up funding
AXIS—outcomes
LDC—data
Assessment

Science
ICT/Business
Maths
Numeracy
Literacy

Deputy Headteacher
Emma Sey

Attendance
Behaviour
BTEC Lead
Curriculum Development
Pathways/Choices
Timetable
New entrants
Trips and Visits
Pastoral
House System

Houses
Attendance
TD/SLO’s
GW
Creative